
Imagine… 
• Correcting an issue with your child without reacting 

• Your child listening without arguing 

• Finding solutions in minutes.

Stop Reacting and Start Responding
Allows Kids to be Kids and Parents to Remain in Authority
When parents are stressed, their minds become flooded with emotions
and they react. When parents respond, their minds remain clear enough
to activate the learning needed for the situation. 

Inside You'll Find
• Immediate, transformative examples to help you switch from reacting

to responding 

• Short, clear solution-oriented tips so the new ideas can take place in minutes

• Sample conversations for children ages 1-10 to guide you 

Praise for Stop Reacting and Start Responding
“A glorious collection of  parenting tips that moms can instantly use to
help them raise good and caring kids.” 
—Michele Borba, Ed.D., author of The Big Book of Parenting Solutions:
101 Answers to Your Everyday Challenges and Wildest Worries 

“Concepts are fine and good, but providing actual words we can use—
That’s pure parenting gold. I highly recommend Stop Reacting and
Start Responding.”
—Teri Cettina, contributing editor, Parenting magazine
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The Oprah Show, Parenting magazine, Working Mother magazine,
as well as countless radio, newspapers and blogs have all interviewed
Sharon about her work.
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This tip deals with the control needed to manage unex-
pressed feelings, both negative and positive, versus releasing
feelings as they arise. You’ll need your imagination for this
one. We’ve all seen the large yoga balls that people sit on.
Imagine that you put one of those yoga balls into a swim-
ming pool. 

Think of what happens when you push down hard on a yoga
ball and try to keep it still in the water. Not only will you have
to use a great deal of pressure to keep the ball steady, but if
there’s any movement in the water, the ball will most likely
skirt out from under you because of the pressure you’re
using to try to control it.

However, if you place one finger lightly on the yoga ball,
and there’s movement in the water, you can easily remain in
contact with the ball, making it much easier to control. 

The yoga ball in this analogy represents your feelings, and
the water represents life. The yoga ball shows you that it
takes a lot of energy, control and pressure to stuff your
feelings, and much less energy to deal with and release
your feelings when issues come up.

Unexpressed feelings can easily cause you to become over-
whelmed and overreact when your child misbehaves or life
throws you a curve ball. But if you release feelings as they
surface, you’ll find you can remain calmer. That’s because
you don’t have a backlog of feelings that come pouring out
all at once, which is one thing that can cause a forceful
reaction.

Why do I bring this up? Because I know all parents want
their children to have an easier time in life than they had. I
believe that once you experience the difference between
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Quick View

keeping your feelings all tucked away, and releasing them
when they surface, you may want to rethink how you address
the expression of feelings with your child. 

If you’re a parent who says, “Stop crying right now!” or “Suck
it up and stop being a baby!” or “Babies cry, big girls don’t!”
you need to be aware that those are the comments that teach
a child to stuff, swallow, hold onto or ignore feelings. 

If you use the methods in this book to release your feelings,
you’ll be modeling how to do it in front of your child.
She’ll grow up with a habit of releasing feelings that will
last a lifetime. 

• All unexpressed feelings, negative and positive, can easily
cause you to become overwhelmed and possibly react.

• You’ll find you can remain calmer, if you release your feel-
ings when they surface.

• Changing how you address your feelings models, for your
child, how to do it and gives her a better chance at growing
up knowing how to release her feelings too.
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We’ve all seen phony, bossy or demanding tantrums. Not all
tantrums have manipulation at their core; some are caused
by overloaded emotions. A frustrated or overloaded tantrum
is telling you, “I’ve reached my limit. I can’t handle any
more.” It’s the emotionally overloaded tantrum that I’m
speaking of here. And two-year olds aren’t the only ones
who have tantrums. Older children and adults have them
too. We’ve all seen adults who are emotionally overloaded
and act demanding, rude, insistent, and entitled. 

I believe when an emotionally overloaded tantrum begins a
parent shouldn’t walk away, try to ignore it, send a child to his
or her room or yell, “Stop it now.” The child can’t “stop it”
as easily as you think, especially a very young child. 

When a child has a tantrum due to being angry, frustrated,
sad or mad, each sob brings on more and more intense feel-
ings, until he feels flooded with emotion. He isn’t trying to
manipulate you—he’s overwhelmed. He may hear his heart
pounding loudly. He’s taking very short breaths and doesn’t
know how to calm down. Imagine, at the exact moment when
you feel totally out of control, the person you trust most in
the world turns around and walks away. I think that just adds
fuel to the fire. 

What if, instead of walking away, you stayed close, making
sure to be just far enough away to avoid getting hit or
kicked? What if, instead of trying to talk him out of the
tantrum, you quietly and lovingly said, “I know, I know,”
while he cried. The sound of your voice becomes an emo-
tional anchor for him. He can’t really distinguish what
you’re saying; he just feels better hearing the sound of your
voice. When he’s calmer, you can talk. Some children hate
it if a parent says anything when they’re crying, and some

27. Tantrums ~ Handling the Two Types
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even want you to go away. With those children, be silent, or
walk away, but stay close. Do what’s right for your child. You
know him best.

As soon as you see any calming happening, slowly begin to
speak until he’s fully calm. For little ones use a calm tone of
voice and repeat over and over again, “I’m right here, I’m
right here.” For older children you can say, “Come get a hug
when you’re ready and then we’ll talk.” 

The teaching needs to occur after he is calm. You need to help
him learn what he can do to help himself when he’s out of
control. He needs to learn how to speak about his emotions in
a way that can help him release them, not keep them stored
up inside until they boil over. He also needs to learn how to
take deep breaths so he can physically calm down as well. 

And there’s something you, the parent, needs to remember.
Your child may be able to manage himself when he’s calm,
but when he’s upset and overwhelmed, his skill set changes.
He doesn’t have access to as many skills when he’s out of
control as he does when he’s in control. Think about what
adults say after they’ve acted out: “I never would have acted
that way unless I was really upset.” The same thing applies to
children. 

Oh, and, by the way, when it comes to phony, bossy or demand-
ing tantrums, I usually say, “Nice try!” and do walk away! 

• Some tantrums are born out of manipulation, and some
are the result of being emotionally overwhelmed. 

• Using a soft voice, instead of yelling, lets a child anchor
himself to you until he calms down. 

• Children don’t have access to as many skills when they’re
out of control as they do when they’re in control.

Quick View






